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Chairman Broadbent:

During our evaluation of USITC’s wireless defense, we determined that the Commission had inappropriately disabled non-Commission wireless networks.

The Commission configured its wireless defense system to identify all non-Commission wireless networks as “Malicious” even if not attached to USITC’s network. The Commission also configured its wireless defense system to “Contain” (i.e., disable) networks it had labeled as “Malicious.” As a result, the Commission disabled all detected non-Commission wireless networks, which included Wi-Fi hotspots and the wireless networks of our neighbors. The logs of wireless defense activity reflect that this persisted for months without corrective action.

The severity and persistence of this event indicate that the Commission was not managing its wireless defense program. Therefore, we are terminating the evaluation of the Commission’s wireless defense because the identified problems require immediate and substantial changes to management of the wireless defense program.

We are making two recommendations to address this issue. Please provide us with your management decisions within 30 days.

**Recommendation 1:** The Commission immediately cease disabling non-Commission wireless networks.

**Recommendation 2:** Determine why the Commission was unaware that it had disabled non-Commission wireless networks.
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“Thacher’s Calculating Instrument” developed by Edwin Thacher in the late 1870s. It is a cylindrical, rotating slide rule able to quickly perform complex mathematical calculations involving roots and powers quickly. The instrument was used by architects, engineers, and actuaries as a measuring device.
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